


The Airbnb Community Club of 
Lyon brings together hosts from the 
city of Lyon and its close suburbs. 
Created in 2017 on the initiative of 
members from the Airbnb community, 
it enables hosts to connect, share their 
experience and express themselves 
on topics related to tourism, travel and 
home sharing.

Facilitated directly by members of the 
Airbnb community, the Club offers an 
opportunity for hosts to participate in 
local life and to promote their city and 
region to tourists in a sustainable and 
responsible way.

Info, tips, articles... Get the latest from 
the Airbnb community of Lyon on their 
Facebook Page: Communauté Airbnb  
de Lyon.

RESTAURANT L’ACTEUR

A Lyon eatery with an authentic 
atmosphere and generous portions  
of homemade cuisine.

5 Rue Charles Dullin
69002 Lyon

1

LE CAFÉ DU JURA

A rare, family-owned gem. Tasty Lyonnais 
food! 

25 Rue Tupin
69002 Lyon

2

LA BRASSERIE GEORGES

Come to Brasserie Georges and you 
will experience the true Lyonnais way 
of life - there is always a good reason to 
celebrate and quality cuisine and service 
are in ample supply. 

30 Cours de Verdun Perrache
69002 Lyon

3

LE CAFÉ DU NAIN

A great selection of local specialties, 
especially their to-die-for dessert menu! 

5 Rue Montesquieu
69007 Lyon

4

RESTAURANT AROMATIC

Without a doubt the must-visit 
restaurant in Croix-Rousse. Quality and 
original market cuisine that will delight 
your palate.

15 Rue du Chariot d’Or 
69004 Lyon

5

RESTAURANT  
LES TÉLÉPHONES

An atypical restaurant in which you can 
enjoy a quiet moment. Perfect for a 
romantic dinner, but also suitable for 
meals en famille. A creative and tasty 
cuisine! 

23 Rue Roger Radisson
69005 Lyon

7

RESTAURANT LES ADRETS

A traditional local eatery with a touch of 
modernity that makes all the difference. 
The ideal place in the Old Town to fall in 
love with dishes from Lyon.

30 Rue du Bœuf
69005 Lyon

6

RESTAURANT VERONATUTI

A small piece of Italy in Lyon with 
stunning Italian specialties. A real little 
treasure in the heart of Lyon with 
absolutely adorable owners who will go 
out of their way to make sure you feel 
at home.

122 Rue Montesquieu
69007 Lyon

8

LA BRASSERIE  
DES BROTTEAUX

A cute brewery that will transport you 
back to the 1900s, thanks to its typical 
décor. Delicious food and impeccable 
service. 

1 Place Jules Ferry
69006 Lyon

9

BARS, TEAROOMS 
AND CAFÉS 

PRALUS

An incredible pure butter brioche filled 
with crushed pralines. Nothing even 
comes close to it – it simply must be 
tried while in Lyon!

27 Rue Saint-Jean
69005 Lyon
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GLACIER TERRE ADÉLICE

Delicious handmade ice cream made 
in Ardèche with quality product. More 
than 150 delicious flavors!

1 Place de la Baleine
69005 Lyon
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BOULANGERIE  
DU PALAIS DE JUSTICE

The specialist in pastries – with or without 
pralines! 

8 Rue du Palais de Justice
69005 Lyon

BOULANGERIE
PÂTISSERIE DEVESA

Great choice of delicious breads and 
tasty pastries ! 

79 Avenue des Frères Lumière
69008 Lyon

OTHER STORES 

PÂTISSERIE BOUILLET

Original and delicious cakes! Warm 
welcome, friendly team - a true guilty 
pleasure! 

15 place de la Croix-Rousse
69004 Lyon

TROP CHOU

Wide choice of both sweet and savory 
little cakes. The team is also very sweet!

3 Rue de Sèze
69006 Lyon

SLAKE COFFEE HOUSE

A little café where it’s pleasant to relax or 
work. Delicious pastries and desserts to 
go with your coffee.

9 Rue de l’Ancienne Préfecture
69002 Lyon

L’INDO CAFÉ

A trendy café and restaurant serving 
delicious Asian and Vietnamese cuisine! 

14 Rue de la Thibaudière
69007 Lyon

A café-restaurant with a beautiful 
terrace overlooking Monplaisir’s iconic 
square. Well located, consistent quality, 
reasonable prices, and nice décor!

BAR-CAFÉ-RESTAURANT 
«KAFFE BERLIN»

This café-restaurant specializes in 
bagels! A very nice owner, and a young 
student clientele! 
 

26 Cours Albert Thomas
69008 Lyon

CAFÉ JUTARD

A very good address for a simple, fast 
and affordable breakfast! A pleasant spot 
with friendly and efficient staff.

2 Rue de la Terrasse
69004 Lyon

LE BATEAU BELLONA

A great brunch at a reasonable price. On a 
houseboat with a beautiful view - a treat in 
summer and winter!

84 Quai Perrache
69002 Lyon
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BAKERIES, PASTRY  
AND CANDY SHOPS

SOIERIE BROCHIER

Peruse these beautiful silks, all made in 
Lyon. You will be warmly welcomed and 
can see silkworms working at the back 
of the shop!

16 Rue du Bœuf
69005 Lyon

LA NAVETTE FLUVIALE 
VAPORETTO
 14 Quai Antoine Riboud
69002 Lyon

25

26

LA BUVETTE ST ANTOINE

Highly recommended for a drink on a 
sunny day! A magnificent view of the 
Saône and Notre-Dame de Fourvière.

2 Quai des Célestins
69002 Lyon
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ÉPICERIE BAHADOURIAN

At Bahadourian, you’ll find all the spices 
of the world and all kinds of specialties 
made with them, taking you on a trip on 
top of your trip! A Lyonnais institution.

20 Rue Villeroy
Place Djebraïl Bahadourian
69003 Lyon
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FLEURISTE  
LE JARDIN CÉLESTIN

Lyon is not just about gastronomy: Allow 
yourself to be enticed by the bouquets 
of this artisanal florist, a veritable 
garden in the heart of Lyon. These floral 
creations reflect Lyon’s elegant soul.

7 Quai des Célestins
69002 Lyon

29

LYON RESTAURANTS 
AND SPECIALTY SHOPS

The «Vaporetto»: Another way to discover 
Lyon’s historic center and peninsula. Many 
departure times, reasonably priced, and 
incredible scenery! 

LA COMMUNE (FOOD COURT)

Lyon’s first food court! A unique place 
that brings together several shops where 
chefs offer varied and inventive cuisine 
from all over the world. La Commune is 
also a buzzing meeting place with shows, 
exhibitions, and conferences.

3 Rue Pré-Gaudry
69007 Lyon

30

CAVISTE CAVAVIN

The very attentive Jérôme will give you 
expert advice on choosing the right 
wine, or arranging a tasting 

6 Quai Fulchiron
69005 Lyon

31

TRAITEUR BONNARD

In addition to its always-excellent daily 
dishes, traditional charcuteries, pistachio 
sausages, and crusty pâtés, BONNARD 
owes its reputation to its bulky-soft 
quenelles. Warm welcome. Good value. 

36 Rue Grenette 
69002 Lyon

32

CRÈMERIE ST ANTOINE

All the love of cheese in one shop. The 
team will give you valuable tips and 
provide expert advice in your quest for 
cheese. A little extra: groceries are also 
available.

20 Quai Saint-Antoine
69002 Lyon

33

BOUCHERIE FRANÇOIS

The cultural exception! It’s almost 
miraculous to find a butcher’s shop 
across from Bellecour with such 
affordable prices, yet not compromising 
on quality! Family-run with a great 
atmosphere. Expect excellent advice 
(and big smiles). 

27 Quai Victor Augagneur
69003 Lyon

34

FROMAGERIE LES TROIS JEAN

A small shop that offers high-quality 
products. Head here to snap up 
something delicious for l’apéro. 

 84 Avenue Jean Jaurès
69007 Lyon
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The “Mon Quartier”* program is a 
national initiative launched by Airbnb in 
partnership with La Fête des Voisins** 
and all the Airbnb Community Clubs 
in France. This initiative aims to bring 
together the entire Airbnb community 
around a common project: supporting 
small businesses by highlighting hosts’ 
best local addresses, and sharing their 
tips with travelers discovering France’s 
cities with Airbnb.

By traveling with Airbnb and staying 
with hosts, guests can experience the 
way of life of the city and live like a 
local. Who better than a local host and 
citizen to recommend the best local 
spots in a city? This guide lists all the 
local shops, restaurants and small local 
businesses, considered by hosts and 
members of the Airbnb Community 
Club as must-sees.

The Airbnb Community Clubs, Airbnb 
and La Fête des Voisins have the 
shared goal of strengthening local 
communities and making a positive 
impact on the local economy of French 
cities. This first edition has been 
developed in collaboration with hosts
and members from
 the Airbnb Community
Club of Lyon.

* “My Neighborhood” 
** La Fête des Voisins is an association that  
develops social bonds between neighbors 

NINKASI GERLAND

Homemade beers, delicious burgers, an 
outdoor terrace, and plenty of music: a 
great spot for entertainment!

267 avenue Marcel Mérieux
69007 Lyon

24

SKIPJACK

Modern sea food, with poke bowl and 
ceviche options. Expect to be welcomed 
as a special guest thanks to Bertrand, 
who is also a host on Airbnb!

12 Rue d’Auvergne
69002 Lyon

10 LES HALLES BOCUSE 
DE LYON

With more than 50 shops and 
restaurants, this place is a must to 
discover Lyon’s local products. Les 
Halles is open until 10:30 p.m., except on 
Mondays.

102 Cours Lafayette
69003 Lyon

28CAFÉ COMPTOIR 
« L’INDUSTRIE » 
10 place Ambroise Courtois
69008 Lyon 

19

i LE PAVILLON ONLYLYON TOURSIME

Tourist informations, visits of the city...
A team available 24 hours a day 
and 7 days a week

www.lyon-france.com

Place Bellecour
69002 Lyon

TOURISME ET CONGRÈS


